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 To whom it may concern
 
        It is my understanding  That the sunset review is wanting to take my industry with
the TSBPE and dissolve it in to the TDLR ?  As a person that has spent his life
protecting our plumbing industry working in it teaching in it I cannot believe what I'm
hearing. Our industry Is in need of more in force month to enforce the plum and lasses
wall and the board rules not less. The state of Texas takes more money from our
industry and puts it in general fund then what they allow the TSBPE to use and operate
officially. That is where the problem lies, the state of Texas should give more money
back to our industry, because that would be what's best for the taxpayers of this state,
after all, that's what we do is protect the safety and the welfare of the public. If you
want to improve TS BPE allowed them enough funds to put up satellites locations, so
that we have more places to do testing.  There is a severe shortage of people that are
needed in the plumbing industry at this time and we need to do education when it put it
in our schools we need to do whatever's necessary to keep the plumbing industry
protected and safe so that the good people that pay the taxes in the state, get what they
deserve, safe water, proper drainage and gas systems that function properly without
leaks, which also includes rainwater harvesting, medical gas and residential fire
systems. We have been self employed as a plumbing contractor almost 33 years now
and I can assure you that if you take our plumbing board and turn it in to TDLR, you
will weekend the plumbing industry lot,  bring it to its knees, but who am to say
anything, just a Texas tax payer and somebody that makes is his living in the plumbing
industry every day.  May I ask who is the driving force behind trying to destroy our
state plumbing board ?  Is all this strictly something to do with money, it usually is?
 
     Respectfully 
 
   Philip Sanders 
       M17181
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